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Abstract
A large number of refugees are forced to live in refugee camps which lack in both quality of life
and infrastructure. Most of them are located in areas without mobile coverage. By contrast,
Smart Cities aim to improve the life of its citizens, mainly helped by ICTs. Therefore, refugee
camps can also take advantage of the ICTs to enhance the life of refugees.
The present thesis aims to explore the needs and priorities of refugees, analyse the impact of
smart city solutions implemented in refugee camps on the lives of refugees, and identify and
analyse currently unused smart city solutions that could meet the needs of refugees in refugee
camps and enhance the Sustainable Development Goals.
The study is carried out through the literature review and interviews with professionals working
in NGOs devoted to the refugee issues. The necessity and benefits of ICTs have been analysed
and the most promising solutions in the different domains of the refugee camps have been
selected and described, including IoT based solutions supported with low power WAN to collect
data, and blockchain applications as new protocol for a database.
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1. Introduction
1.1. Overview of the refugees’ issue
Nowadays, there are 68.5 million forcibly displaced people worldwide, with an average of 44
400 people per day forced to run away from their homes due to local conflicts (UNHCR, 2018).
In 2016, this number was 65.6 million and, in 2007 was 42.7 million. Within 10 years it has almost
increased up to 60%, which reflects the rapidly and disturbing evolution of humanitarian crisis.
Out of the 68.5 million, 40 million are internally displaced people (IDP), 25.4 million are refugees
(more than half of them are under 18) and 3.1 million are seeking asylum. All of them are living
in unstable and precarious conditions. Furthermore, 85% of the displaced people live in
developing countries.
Focusing the attention to the number of refugees, 25.4 million, it has increased by 2.9 million in
only one year. Sporadic increases imply that a large number of refugees struggle to find a new
place to live. When voluntary repatriation, resettlement or local integration are not possible,
they might end up in unprepared and unstable locations, for example, refugee camps. Refugee
camps sites were only originated because of refugees needing a place. In general, they are
unplanned and eventually take the form of big camps with their own structure and organization.
The United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) is the Refugee Agency from
United Nations. UNHCR is responsible for protecting the displaced and refugees for persecution
or conflict all around the world. Hence, UNHCR is in charge of the official refugee camps and
offers services to the refugees to rebuild their lives and have a dignified life again. UNHRC must
ensure that human rights are respected inside the camps. To do so, the UN body shares the task
with other UN agencies, governments, NGOs, volunteers and some companies from the private
sector.
Up to 2.6 million refugees currently live in refugee camps. The period that they live in the camps
can vary from some months up to generations. The camps start as a temporary measure for an
emergency situation when refugees cannot reach a destination country, or they are waiting to
come back home as soon as the conflicts in their country are over. However, sometimes camps
end up being used for more time than expected. Therefore, they begin to resemble urban sites,
where all kind of activities are performed: treading systems, installation of infrastructure, health
care services, etc.
Currently, more than half of the refugees come from five main countries, listed in decreasing
order: Syria (6.3 million), Afghanistan (2.6milion), South Sudan (2.4milion), Myanmar (1.2
million) and Somalia (986 400). The countries where more refugees end up are Turkey, Pakistan,
Uganda, Lebanon, Iran, Germany, Bangladesh and Sudan. Figure 1 shows the location of the
current refugees and IDP worldwide.
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Figure 1. On the top, representation of the number of refugees per country. On the bottom,
representation of the Internally Displaced People per country. (UNHCR, 2018)

In 2017, the biggest migrations of refugees were the following: the main source of refugees was
due to Civil Syrian war pushed Syrians to Turkey, Lebanon, Jordan, Germany among others in
Europe. The crisis in South Sudan forced people to flee to mainly Uganda, Sudan, Ethiopia, Kenya
and Democratic Republic of the Congo (DRC). But at the same time refugees from Sudan have
migrated to South Sudan, Ethiopia and Chad. Moreover, conflicts in DRC forced its citizens to
become refugees in Uganda, Rwanda, Burundi, Tanzania and other neighbour countries. Besides
conflicts in Central African Republic, Eritrea, Burundi also contributed to the number of refugees
in neighbouring countries, although with a lower number of refugees than the previous cases
mentioned. The different flows of refugees and IDP between these countries is represented in
Figure 2 (South Sudan case) and Figure 3 (Democratic Republic of the Congo case). (UNHCR,
2018)
On the other side of the world, the third biggest movement in 2017 was from Myanmar to
Bangladesh due to the persecution of the Muslim ethnic Rohingya.
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Figure 2. Representation of refugees from South Sudan towards neighbour counties and IDPs.
(UNHCR, 2017a)

Figure 3. Representation of refugees from Democratic Republic of the Congo towards
neighbour counties and IDPs. (UNHCR, 2018)
All these events, and other events previous to 2017, explain the location of the biggest refugee
camps around the word. The biggest one is Kutupalong in Bangladesh with 886 778 people from
Myanmar, where 55% are children. The second biggest is Bidi Bidi in Northwest Uganda with
285 000 refugees. The third and the fourth are in Kenya, Dadaab with 235 269 and Kakuma with
184 550 refugees. The fifth is Nyarugusu, hosting 139 630 in Tanzania. Jabalia camp has 119 486
in Gaza Strip. Zaatari with 80 140 in Jordan. Yida in South Sudan with 70 331 people. Again, in
Tanzania, Kaatumba with 66 416. Pugnido with 63 262 in Ethiopia. Finally, Panian in Pakistan
hosts 62 264 refugees coming from Afghanistan (Raptim, 2018). The Figure 4 is a picture of the
Kutupalong refugee camp in Bangladesh. It shows the resemblance to an urban site, although in
poor conditions.
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Figure 4. Kutupalong refugee camp in Bangladesh, picture from Roger Arnold for UNHCR
(2018)
Apart from the biggest ones, there are medium size camps that are also relevant. For example,
the people running away from the Syrian war began their trip towards Turkey and Lebanon
(already mentioned). However, instead of staying, they continued the journey crossing the sea
to arrive to the Greek island of Lesvos. Kara Tape camp was set up as a transit refugee camp for
those spontaneous refugees who were arriving to the island. Thousands of refugees arrive every
day, but in general they only stay several days in order to reach the mainland of Greece and go
to other destinations around Europe. Basically, Lesvos is used as the door to Europe. The firsts
necessities when they arrive are to cover the basic needs (food, water, etc.) and information
about where they are and which procedures to follow for the next steps.
It is important to mention that camps characteristics and priorities vary depending on the level
of economical development of the countries they are set in. For example, in RDC one of the main
priorities for interventions is water supply, while in Greece it is connectivity and legal assistance.
(UNHCR, 2018)

1.2. Smart Cities and Sustainable Development Goals
The Smart Cities concept has a large number of definitions. According to Carigliu et al. (2015),
the common denominator for these definitions is that Smart Cities improve their urban systems
through more efficient management processes and implementation of various innovations.
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Smart Cities aim to capitalise on the potential of information and communication technologies
(ICTs) to gather and analyse data, and to developed solutions for city challenges. This includes
all the different domains like human health, mobility, energy, education and governance.
Expressions such as ‘Smart Cities revolve around ICT’ or ‘wired city’ are used to highlight the
importance of ICTs. It is also important to point out the increase of attractiveness of cities for
residents and businesses/investments that comes with rollout of smarter cities solutions. The
goals of smart cities include serving the citizens and business, fighting for human rights such as
social equality, building and maintaining sustainable urban districts and cities’ socioeconomic
vitality.
While talking about the sustainability goals of EU2020 (UN,2018), the Smart Cities concept is
naturally associated with environmental sustainability and clean energy issues. For instance, Bull
(2015) presented examples on how ICT enabled energy savings and decrease of CO2 emissions
by improving control systems in buildings or by tracking consumption and engaging citizens in
interventions targeting decrease in energy consumption. Out of this, the concept of Green ICT
has emerged referring to the connections between ICT and environment (Serveas, 2012).
However, nowadays, even other goals such as making cities inclusive, safe, resilient and
sustainable are consider as important within smart city discourse.
Clearly, ICT is not only useful for improving energy efficiency, but also for advancing urban
planning through a possibility to analyse behaviours of the citizens from all kind of data gathered
in real time, referred as ‘big data’ (Batty, 2013). It is worth mentioning that the quantification of
‘smartness’ of a certain city is difficult since the judgement would depend on the chosen criteria
and system boundaries. Often, this is done by comparing a group of cities and evaluating the
selected indicators that cover the principal domains. This means that a city can be ranked
differently depending on the indicators and approach followed. Despite this fact, it is interesting
to see how indicators are chosen. For example, The Centre of Regional Science at the Vienna
University of Technology identifies six axes or dimensions relevant for the medium-size cities:
Smart economy, Smart mobility, Smart environment, Smart people, Smart living and Smart
governance. Following the six dimensions it is easier to have a better picture on the fields to
focus attention when evaluating a city as a Smart City. For the present study, the six dimensions
were used to structure the analysis of refugee camps development.
Another way to evaluate Smart Cities is analysing the level to which they accomplish the
Sustainable Development Goal (SDG) by United Nations (UN) (Figure 5). For the case of refugees,
SDGs can be used as indicators of the major issues that need attention: Refugees lack a proper
income which leads to poverty, hunger and incapability to have access to health care (SDG1,
SDG2, SDG3). The education of the children is interrupted, leaving them with less opportunity
for employment, or for being self-sufficient compared to the rest of the population worldwide
(SDG4). Goals such as clean water and sanitation, affordable and clean energy or sustainable
cities and communities are a big challenge for refugee camps that were set unplanned (SDG6,
SDG7, SDG11). Furthermore, nine of the ten common countries of origin of the refugees are
least developed countries, which implies a higher probability of gender and cultural inequalities
that can generate violence (SDG5, SDG16) (UN, 2018).
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Figure 5.Representation of the Sustainable Development Goals by United Nations (UN,2018)

To sum up, the thesis is stemmed from two insights. Firstly, ICT can be seen as an enabler for
enhancement of the quality of life and sustainability of urban spaces. Thus, the concept of smart
cities solutions is used in this thesis referring to those solutions based on ICTs that drive the
urban development. Secondly, the SDGs are a way to evaluate smart cities development, and
thus, they are used in the thesis to evaluate the refugee camps’ situations.

1.3. Refugees and Connectivity
The previous section discussed how Smart Cities revolve around and benefit from ICT. At the
same time, a number of surveys and observations by UNHCR have found out that connectivity
has become one of the most important priorities for refugees. Indeed, refugees can spend up to
one third of their available income or monthly food quote on purchasing mobile connectivity
services. Hence, they sometimes prioritize connectivity over health care, education, clothing or
even food and water. Still, most of the camps are located in remote areas of developing
countries that lack connectivity. Figure 6 shows the lack of connectivity (in 2015) in the countries
where the biggest refugee camps are at.
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Figure 6. Representation carried by ITU of the population percentage without internet access
in 2015 (ITU, 2016)
UNHCR identified three related challenges: availability of internet networks (infrastructure),
affordability for all refugees to access to them (specific refugee plans, discounts, subsidies, etc),
increase usability (the way to use it and for which reasons).
The percentage of refugee households that own a phone with capability of accessing internet is
only 39% compared to the global household level of 74%. That is one of the big challenges for
applying ICT solutions, since a lot of solutions are phoned based. Furthermore, it does not mean
that this 39% has connectivity infrastructure around or that they can afford to access it, since
they lack a decent income or any kind of income.
The numbers are more dramatic when looking at the network coverage. 93% of the refugees
live in areas where there is 2G coverage, but only 62% have 3G. If we analyse it for types of area,
40% of the refugees live in rural areas, which tend to have worse coverage. 20% of the refugees
in rural locations have no coverage at all and 63% have 2G coverage (in the following sections,
the difference among the network technologies is explained). Finally, only a 17% has 3G
coverage. The Figure 7 shows the mentions statistics.
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Figure 7. Above: Comparison of coverage depending on urban or rural area. Below: Refugee
household phone ownership depending on urban or rural area. (UNHCR, 2016)
Another important aspect to consider is the mobile broadband technology. It is the cheapest
method and has a farther reach than fixed satellite or broadband. Nevertheless, fixed broadband
is useful for specific cases inside buildings, for example as an educational tool. Also, there exist
some innovative ways of connectivity to reach difficult areas. TV White Space, drones or
balloons, microwave links, satellite dishes. (UNHCR, 2016). Further technical specifications are
explained on section 3.
When it comes to the refugee behaviour regarding the use of connectivity, UNHCR’s analysis
showed that the main reason to use connectivity is communicating with family and friends. After
that, other common uses are for entertainment, looking for information, sorting personal data,
and looking for services such as advocacy purposes, government institutions, UN Agencies or
NGOs and some also employment and commerce.
It was also found that the most popular social networks to connect with their family and friends
are Facebook, Skype, Viber and WhatsApp. However, the study points out that NGOs and UNHCR
are not using connectivity to communicate information but prefer to do this in person, which is
very inefficient. Moreover, UNHCR states (2018) states that it is extremely difficult to gather
personal data, especially in countries where UNHCR does not participate in the data collection.
To sum up, there is a gap between the refugees’ need in connectivity to rebuild their lives and
the lack of connectivity services that could be partly explained by lack of capacity or interest by
relevant organizations to take advantage of ICTs to improve the ecosystem among actors in the
refugee sites. Furthermore, since 2011, internet access is considered a basic human right to
support other human rights like ‘freedom of expression an opinion’ (Chavez et al 2016). With all
this in mind, we can conclude that ICT has a strong role for future development of refugee
camps.
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1.4. Objectives of the thesis
The aim of the present research work is to analyse how ICTs that currently drive the smart cities
development can improve the conditions of refugees staying in refugee camps. Concretely, the
following three goals are set:



Explore the necessities and priorities of refugees



Analyse the impact of smart city solutions implemented in refugee camps on the lives
of refugees



Identify and analyse currently unused smart city solutions that could meet the needs
of refugees in refugee camps and enhance the Sustainable Development Goals
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2. Methodology
To answer the research questions, two methods have been used: a literature review and
interviews of experts in the field.

2.1. Literature Review
First, a review to scientific papers has been done in the following databases:





PRIMO search platform, for the KTH online library
LIMO search platform, for the KU Leuven online library
Google Scholar
IEEE Xplore Digital Library

A large amount of key words has been used, including: Refugees, UNHCR, Connectivity, wireless
communication systems, connectivity in rural areas or developing countries, Smart Cities, ICT in
Smart Cities, data in Smart Cities, broadband connectivity etc.
Afterwards, with the documents obtained, relevant references cited in the documents have
been checked too, along with a deeper research in interesting concepts in the documentation.
Also, Google search was used as a tool to identlify organizations and companies working on
connectivity projects.

2.2. Interviews
The experts’ knowledge was important to explore the necessities and priorities of the refugees,
conditions of the camps, work areas of the NGOs and the feasibility of implementing
connectivity technologies.
Interviews were carried out with professionals from various backgrounds and responsibilities,
working with NGOs. Since the study targeted the entire system of the camps, it was important
to interview experts from different sectors. In this way, the obtained information brought a
broader knowledge on the real situation.
Sample of interviewees
The contacts used in interviews were obtained by reaching out to people working in the field
and asking for any contacts they may have. In this way, a chain of contacts was created, which
allowed for better access to the desired information.
The Table 1 below, summarizes the company and job position of the people interviewed.

Table 1 Organization or company of the interviewee and its position
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1
2
3
4
5
6

Company
Intermon Oxfam
UNHCR Innovation centre
UNHCR - Libanon
PAR
(Plataforma
apoio
refugiados Portugal)
Partnership for the Advanced
of New Americans
PAZ- Scratch (Educational
software)
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Position
Logistics Manager
Communicating with Communities at UNHCR Innovation
Displacement and urban areas
Volunteer coordinator, Lawyer
Special projects Intern (Digital Learning lab)
Co-founder, (MSc Violence, Conflict and Development)

The intention was not to go too deep into details, but to obtain the big picture of the real
situation in the camps. The Appendix A contains the template used for the interviews.

2.3. Interpretation of the results
The method of the interviews followed a semi-structured set of questions with open answers.
Thus, the obtained results are largely not of a quantifiable nature. The results are based on
descriptions of practices implemented by the organizations and how they contribute to social
benefits in refugee camps.
The analysis of results was made by evaluation of achieved or potential improvements in relation
to the 17 Sustainable Development Goals. For each goal, the findings from the literature review
and the interviews are synthetized, describing which ICT solutions can bring benefits.

2.4. Limitations of the study
The interviews were carried out online allowing for cross border communication and dialogue
with people in far locations. However, it also leads to a higher probability of misunderstanding
due to connection problems or cultural and language differences. These issues could be
mitigated by making an extra effort to be clear and precise regarding the questions.
The purpose of interviews was twofold: firstly, to explore priorities and necessities of the
refugees and secondly, to gather professional opinions about the application of ICT solutions in
camps. The interviews were carried out with people with little technological background.
Therefore, there might not be a lot of inputs related to technical specifications. This lack of
information was covered through literature review. Furthermore, the interviewee had different
experiences and job positions. Hence, the scope of the questions might vary in each interview.
This complicated analysis of interview results.
Moreover, each refugee camp is settled in different places with different constraints. The
general solutions given by the thesis might not fit for all camps. Each individual solution would
depend on local context, including available connectivity, the financial resources available, the
organizations working on the place, the availability of energy and other factors.
Saying this, in order to simplify the analysis of results, some assumptions were taken as below.
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Firstly, although, the findings are described based on the specific camps, the discussion of the
results is done for all camps in general. Hence, it is assumed that all the needs for refugees and
ICT solutions can be applied, in one way or another, for any camp.
Secondly, the allocation and regulation of the frequencies in the electromagnetic spectrum is
different for each country. They might vary between different sources depending on the country
they were based in. Moreover, the distances and data rates also change depending on the
specific protocol used. However, the numbers are used as a reference in order to compare
technologies among each other. Hence, only the magnitude of the numbers should be taken
into account.
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3. State of the art of communication systems technologies
In this section, a brief summary of the current communications systems is presented to provide
a common ground for discussion of the existing technologies. Depending on the different
properties and advantages of each technology, they can be used for different applications.
Firstly, an overview of the conventional wireless broadcast communication systems is done.
Secondly, innovative ways to bring connectivity to remote places are described. Later, the main
promising smart cities solutions are depicted. Finally, the section is concluded with the most
recent projects and organizations working on the implementation of connectivity and ICTs in
refugee camps. This is done to analyse the work done so far and how it can be improved.

3.1. Conventional communication systems technologies
The following subsection presents a summary of the most important communication systems.
There are two big groups to classify them: wired and wireless. The wired group is neglected for
the present work since wired systems are too expensive and they lack mobility freedom,
especially if we talk about refugee camps that can be set up in remote places. Although, it should
be mentioned that wired systems are the ones that can transmit the biggest quantity of
information in the least amount of time (Tbps), safer regarding privacy issues, less energy
consumption and less noise. Therefore, these are the challenges to aim for wireless systems.
(Simba, 2011)
Hence, the attention is focused on wireless systems where air is the medium of transmission
through the electromagnetic spectrum. The electromagnetic spectrum includes the full range of
frequencies of electromagnetic waves. The difference among waves depends on the frequency,
which is the inverse of the wavelength as seen in the Figure 8.

Figure 8. Representation of the electromagnetic spectrum. (Lewicka et al., 2015)
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Blázquez (2011) describes the main wireless systems. Wireless systems are based on the range
within radio (30MHz-3Ghz), microwave (3-300 GHz) and, sometimes, infrared frequencies (300
GHz-400 THz). This is most relevant when talking about different technologies (later in the
section). To avoid interferences among them, there are regulation institutions that give permits
to use a particular frequency.
ITU (International Telecommunications Union) is the international organization in charge of this
task. For instance, ITU set an authorized band called IMS (Industrial, scientific and medical),
which are unlicensed but regulated to prevent health problems by ETSI (in Europe) and FCC (in
US). Unlicensed bands usually are more crowded since more devices make use of them without
limitations, which leads to interferences issues. Having this in mind is important when choosing
technologies. ITU also defines standards to guarantee communication among different
manufacturers. The main wireless standard to follow is IEEE 802.11 (known as WiFi), for 2.4 GHz
and 2 Mbps, which serves as a legacy for the more specific types of wireless systems. HiperLAN
is another relevant example of a standard.
The advances in wireless systems comes from the way of transmitting the wave. First, a big jump
was achieved from analog signal toward digital signal. At the same time, the digital signal can be
transmitted with different techniques or combinations of them, which is the case of 5G
(explained later). Techniques such as OFDMA (orthogonal frequency division multiple access) or
MIMO (multiple-input multiple-output) is one of the most relevant ones used for the latest
innovative technologies. The different types of wireless systems also depend on the distance
they can reach, the control system and the access to network. Figure 9 shows a scheme of their
classification and each of them is described below.

Figure 9. Scheme of wireless communication systems (Personal collection)

First, the Wide Area Network (WAN) includes fixed (radio link and satellites) and mobile
technologies (MWWAN). The mobile embraces different generation with improved bandwidth.
1G used analog signals, 2G has data rates from 9.6 kbps to 384 kbps, 3G has data rates from 1.92
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kbps to 14.4 Mbps and reaches from 2-3 kilometres up to 9 kilometres. The latest generation is
4G with data rates from 300 Mbps to 1 Gbps and reaches from 5 to 15 kilometres per mobile
topology and up to 48 kilometres for fixed topology. 4G has two main systems: LTE and WiMAX.
All of them are usually allocated in licensed bands. The negative aspects of the MWWAN are the
high-power consumption of the devices and the need of a SIM card (Subscriber Identity Module)
for the device to make use of the network.
Simba (2011) highlights that although WiMAX CAPEX is extremely high, WiMAX can use the
infrastructure of 2G networks. This is a possible cost-efficient solution, in the situations where
the infrastructure is already there. On the other hand, implementing 3G at lower frequencies of
900 MHz decreases the propagation losses. Hence, the range increases with a factor of 2-3 (up
to 4-9 kilometres) compared to 3G at 2.1 Ghz. This leads to a lower CAPEX since it only needs
40% of base station sites.
WLAN, for example WiFi (IEEE 802.11), reaches short distances up to 100 metres and has data
rates between 54-600 Mbps. It uses unlicensed bands which leads to a higher probability of
interference issues, and its signals are easily stopped by obstacles since it works in high
frequencies. Moreover, it has a high energy consumption (Simba, 2011). However, they are a
good solution for focused locations like buildings (for instance, schools or centres). (UNHCR,
2016)
Wireless Personal Area Network (WPAN) is a technology based on short distances, up to 10
metres: Bluetooth, Digital enhanced cordless telecommunications (DECT), Infrared Data
Association (IrDa), Near Fields Communication (NFC) or Zigbee are some examples. In the
Appendix B, there is more specific information about these technologies.
More recently, in order to cover the gap between WWAN (high energy consumption) and WLAN
(short distances), Low Power Wide Area Network has been designed and it is currently under
development.
Low Power Wide Area Network (LPWAN) uses the unlicensed ISM band. Hence, this technology
does not offer communication quality since it can easily suffer interferences. The data rate is
extremely low, meaning that technically it is not a broadcast technology. However, it contributes
to the low energy consumption of the devices, which have a battery life up to 10 years. It allows
bidirectional communication and has a high network capacity (high number of nodes). It requires
much less capital cost than mobile WAN, since LPWAN only needs a small quantity of base
stations compared to mobile coverage due to their higher coverage range. For all these reasons,
LPWAN devices need low subscription fees, less of 2 euros on average. (Mekki et al. 2017)
Furthermore, it offers high security, not encrypted or scrambled by default but the customers
have the option to do it themselves.
The most important technologies nowadays are:
o

o

Sigfox: It was the first one and it is network provider. The device does not need
any pairing or configuration to connect to the network, thus it simplifies the
technology. It reaches 200 kilometres, although it depends on topography.
Sigfox works at 200 kHz. The data rate is 100 bps, with 12 bytes packets. (Mekki
et al. 2017) The current coverage of Sigfox is mostly in Europe. However, some
developing countries are under roll-out, like Kenya.
LoraWANTM (LoraAlliance, 2015): Its mission is to standardize the LPWAN
through LoRa Alliance (No-profit and opened association). The data rate is of
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300-5500 bps in packets of 50-255 bytes. It is an open network, which means
that other companies can deploy it. For example, Orange already provides
LoRaWAN services and Proximus network in Belgium. Just with few antennas,
most of the country is covered. The coverage worldwide is higher than the
Sigfox, as can be seen at the Figure 10. However, only Europe and North America
have spectrum allocations specified by regulations.

Figure 10. Representation of the LoRaWAN coverage worldwide (LoraAlliance, 2015)

Finally, the section is concluded with a comparison between WiFi, WiMAX, LTE (4G) and TV
White Spaces (explained later) with a study carried by Espinoza (2017). The comparison is done
for the specific situation of bringing connectivity to a remote area in Andes and Amazon regions,
in Peru. The study came up with the following remarks.
Figure 11 shows the accumulative CAPEX and OPEX for the different technologies for two
different areas of Peru. It illustrates how LTE has the lowest expenditures for both areas.
Moreover, LTE has deployment costs and cost per Mbps since is the one that needs fewer base
stations. The reason is that LTE works at lower frequencies, so it can reach wider ranges with
one station. WiMAX and TVWS have lower channel capacity, lower data rate and they need
higher number of stations. However, they are the best to overcome obstacles like a dense
vegetation or rocky area. The CAPEX costs for WiFi, WiMAX and TVWS are similar. WiFi is the
cheapest choice for users and has the lowest OPEX. Finally, LTE and WiFi have a payback of 2-3
years, while for TVWS and WiMAX is 9 years.
The conclusion of the study case is that Extended WiFi (using nodes to bring coverage to other
nodes) is the cheapest solution for a remote area without interferences. Eventually, new
networks and the number of users is going to increase, making WiFi sensible to interferences. In
this situation, the second-best option is the deployment of LTE using the infrastructure of the
previous WiFi network.
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Figure 11. Accumulative Capex and OPEX for 10 years period, for WiFi, WiMAX, TVWS and LTE
(4G) technologies. Study case in Peru realized by Espinoza (2017)

3.2. Innovative technologies enabling connectivity
Benefiting from the technologies listed above in remote locations can be expensive due to the
infrastructure dimensions that are needed. That is why innovative ways of bringing connectivity
have emerged, which are explained below.
Satellites
The fact that satellites are in a higher location in the atmosphere is the reason why they can
cover a wider space. There are three type of satellites depending on the latitude they orbit.
(Riebeek, 2009)
-

-

-

GEO (Geostationary Orbit). They are at the highest position at almost at 36 000
kilometres, turning with the earth, receiving the name of geostationary. They can cover
one third of the earth surface, but always the same one. They are mainly used for
weather monitoring and forecasting. They also broadcast and deliver connectivity at the
same time to phones television and radio. Furthermore, they collect information of the
solar activity and universe radiation for its study.
MEO (Medium Earth Orbit) at 8 000 kilometres. The signals take less time than GEO
signals. Their use is for GPS (Global Positioning System) and they also help applications
that need an improvement towards real time communication, like videoconferences.
LEO (Low Earth Orbit). They are situated around 1 200 km. Satellites at this latitude are
difficult to maintain on orbit and they do not last as long as the GEO. However, they
offer very reduced latency. Currently, they are under development. Iridium NEXT is a
mission that gathers the main companies of the field, like the launch provider SpaceX.
Towards a second-generation constellation of LEO to cover one hundred percent of the
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earth by the end of 2018. And upgrading its first generation (2.4 kbps) to the current
needs of IoT implementation, with higher bandwidth (512 kbps) and speed. Therefore,
LEO will offer a wide coverage but a low data rate. (Iridium, 2018)

The drawback with satellites is the high costs (up to hundreds of millions of euros) and time it
takes to have them available. However, once they are in orbit, satellites are the most reliable
and the ones that cover most surface for device.

TV White Spaces
Analog signals for TV broadcasting have a licensed frequency band, different in each country,
and free spaces between channels are left on purpose to avoid interferences between channels.
The licenced band is in the radiofrequency band, mainly the ultra-high frequency band (UHF)
within the radiofrequency band. Furthermore, after digitalization of TV signals, frequencies of
the mentioned band are not used anymore. IEEE 802.11af and IEEE 802.22 support the use of
these empty frequencies to provide wireless broadband Internet access in rural areas. The first
is known as White-Fi that allows WLAN operation in TV white spaces, up to one kilometre
distance. The second is known as, Wireless Regional Area Network (WRAN), also using white TV
spaces, but reaching up to 100 kilometres.
Wireless microphones and medical telemetry, among other technologies, are already using
these free frequencies, thus it is important to take this into account to avoid interferences. There
are some opinions that TVSW can reduce the broadcast quality. However, it would not be an
issue for the research in course.
TVWS can benefit the implementation of the Internet of Things, bring better Wi-fi and mobile
network performance (like 3G or 4G). It can penetrate more obstacles than a conventional Wifi signal. Espinoza (2017) points out that is one of the best to penetrate obstacles.
A White Space Device is necessary to detect the free spaces. Small solar panels can be used to
run the White Space stations because of its low consumption (12 V with a current of 800 mA)
(Chavez et al 2016). White-space device or a cognitive radio device can reach 10 kilometres with
a data rate up to 3.25 Mbps. (Lavanya et al., 2016) It is a low cost and fast technology if the
infrastructure is available. Botswana-University of Pennsylvania Partnership, Microsoft,
Botswana Innovation Hub, Vista Life Sciences, and Global Broadband Solutions applied it for
telemedicine use in Botswana for first time in 2016 (Microsoft, 2016). However, previously this
has been successfully applied in other fields such education.

Balloons
The company leading this kind of projects is Alphabet. The Project Loon (Figure 12), founded by
Google X, brings LTE connectivity through massive balloons. 7 balloons have achieved a span of
1000 kilometres by creating a linked network and even 600 kilometres just with 2 balloons. The
distance covered is a factor 20-30 bigger than grounded technologies.
The really innovative aspect is the fact of creating a network with several of them. Antennas on
the ground do it already, but they are static. Loon software is constantly learning to create the
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network among the dynamic balloons. Furthermore, the software also does the correcting
depending on the weather conditions or obstacles (Loon, 2018). Loon is basically retransmitting
MNO signals on the ground to other balloons or LTE device, acting as an amplifier at 20
kilometres off the ground.
After Hurricane Maria in 2017, the Loon’s feasibility was proven. Loon gave LTE connectivity for
100 000 people in Puerto Rico. (The Verge, 2018)
These kinds of solutions are focused in temporal measures and are not viable for long periods
of time. For example, Loon can offer service up to 100 days thanks to solar panels charging its
battery, before it lands on Earth again. Hence, they are useful for blackouts due to natural
disasters or transition solutions. The costs of a balloon are around a few tens of thousands of
dollars, a very low cost compared to satellites (Espinoza, 2017). Espinoza highlights the fact of
using balloons providing LTE (4G) while the permanent LTE infrastructure is being deployed.

Figure 12. Device from Loon on the air (The Verge, 2017)

Drones
In cities in developed countries, drones are being studied to bring connectivity to the places that
signal does not reach due to obstacles, like buildings. At the same time, there is also companies
carrying research projects through drones to remote areas.
For example, Aquila is a drone project from Facebook that uses lasers to beam millimetre-wave
(MMW) signals and reaching a record of 40 Gbps (bidirectional). Aquila is powered by solar
panels, so it can be on the air for long periods of time, weighs less than an average car and flies
higher than air traffic. Although, Aquila already performed successful flights, Facebook decided
to shut down the project since companies in aerospace industry (like Airbus) are starting to
research such projects as well (Facebook Code, 2018b). Another example is Nokia in
collaboration with Orange. With the help of drones brought connectivity to insulated schools in
the north of Spain. (Nokia, 2018)
Apart of providing mobile coverage, drones are believed to be the future to transport light
packages in a timely and affordable manner, like Wing from Google X.
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Although there are a lot of multipurpose Unmanned Aerial Vehicle projects underway, those
directed at bringing benefits to refugees are still in the development stage.
5G
The fifth generation is not available yet, but it is the next generation of wireless WAN that will
allow a 20 Gbps bandwidth compared with 1 Gbps in 4G. 5G will support the future landscape
crowded with IoT, for example, and will enable machine-to-machine interaction via smart
devices, as well as providing a service with less latency. It is expected to have the first
commercial network in 2019 (Ericsson, 2017)
It is based on innovative techniques mainly using the band above 24 GHz, which is not being
used nowadays. To use the band above 24 GHz, innovations are focused in the use of millimetre
wave as the key for 5G deployment. The new band utilization forces a need of channel modelling
and regulation challenge, which will have to be deal for the implementation. (Skouby, 2017)
Another, improvement revolves around the massive Multiple Input Multiple Output (MIMO)
that increases the ports in antennas and the efficiency of the band usage. That is of special help
in dense urban areas. Similarly, the Terragraph project supported by Facebook Code, is a system
that uses millimetre-waves and MIMO to offer connectivity with high data rate to dense urban
areas. (2018a)
Apart from millimetre wave and MIMO technologies, there are others also under research to
participate in the 5G implementation: small cell network to overcome obstacles, beamforming
to focus the broadcasting instead of transmitting in all directions and full duplex to receive and
transmit at the same time in the same frequency, instead of having different channels or taking
turns. (Nordrum et al., 2017)
The increase in capacity of the network will allow it to work easily with big data and to provide
accurate maps. The improvement in mapping is also related to the latest advanced satellites
with advanced image processing. Therefore, the increasing fleet of satellites on orbit is another
trigger to enhance the current capacity of the on-ground network infrastructure. Furthermore,
rural IoT for Smart Farming or Telehealth are also applications that can take advantage of 5G
properties.
To sum up, the studies so far prove that the technology aspect of 5G is a great opportunity for
bringing mobile and fixed broadband to rural areas in developing countries. Specifically, white
space use and millimetre wave innovations. However, access and implementation can be too
complex and of high cost in remote areas. Also, the adaptation from the user’s part can be
difficult or unavailable for them. (Skouby, 2017)

3.3. Emerging technologies influencing smart cities development
In this subsection, three promising smart cities solutions are described to later analyse potential
of their implementation in refugee camps.
Internet of Things (IoT)
Internet of Things is the concept of that devices gathering data can be interconnected within a
network. IoT is becoming more interest with the use of LPWAN. It allows sensors and devices
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collect data and communicate it over large distances, while consuming small quantities of
energy and at low cost. IoT is already spreading in developed countries since the infrastructure
is already set.
Lawrence et al. (2017) explain their experiences from the implementation of a pilot in Kikwit,
DRC. The pilot consisted in using a LPWAN network to monitor the medical cold chain for blood
and vaccines preservation that does not have a reliable source of electricity and with no GSM
coverage. They opted to use the LoRaWAN instead of Sigfox, since it uses unlicensed network
and allows to create the network infrastructure of choice. A gateway on the market costs from
100 euros to 1200 that can support thousands of sensors. The sensors that provide the lectors
every 15 minutes have an autonomy of 10 years and costs overhead are one cent per sensor.
The gateway only needs 15 W to run, hence a simple solar panel supplies it with electricity. The
range of distance is 15 kilometres to reach the corresponding antenna in a high altitude. The
range can increase by creating a mesh network making the nodes act as routers at the same
time. The central gateway stores the data in a local web page automatically, which can be
accessed through the WiFi provided by the gateway. It is important to point out, that at any part
of the process GSM coverage is needed.
Therefore, the results of the pilot were positive, confirming the successful use of IoT through
LoRaWAN network. Nevertheless, they highlighted the need for local professionals with
computer science skills if in the future, these kinds of projects want to be self-sufficient and
deployed by the local community.
Hence, the technology can be helpful for monitoring in real time and giving feedback in projects
not only health related, but also to predict earthquakes and weather forecasts and having more
time to prepare against them, mitigate their impact and save lives. Furthermore, sensors with
IoT can also be beneficial to monitor water quality or agriculture systems. (Ericsson, 2017)
Machine learning (ML)
WFP (later described) also is currently developing devices based on machine learning (ML).
Machine learning consists of algorithms that learn from experiences and it is used to make
decisions based on its own forecast. It is useful for weather predictions or planning of resources
depending on demand. The algorithm needs data from events to learn first, which means that
data collection is the first step. IoT based on LPWAN can be used for the data collection. WFP is
applying these technologies in the RUDA (Rapid UAV Data Analysis) project. It uses Unmanned
Aerial Vehicles (UAVs, also known as drones) to collect image analyses through ML to make
better decisions in emergency situations. This action can reduce the time of reaction.
(WFP,2018) Another interesting use of ML is on simultaneous translation. Companies such as
Waverly Labs, Google or Bragui have been working on a device equipped with microphones to
record the input conversation. It accesses to aa data base on the cloud and by ML it creates a
translation in very short period of time. This technology is believed to help in humanitarian
actions by enabling a means of communication with people of different languages or dialects.
(Olivera, 2018).
The goal of IoT is not only smart objects. But to have smart systems able to respond to dynamic
demands while devices talk among each other to take informed decisions. What it means that
machine learning is linked to IoT and data analytics in a close future.
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Blockchain
Blockchain is basically an innovative set of protocols and cryptographic methods to have a
distributed secure database. The data is encrypted, and it builds a ‘block’ with a unique 64
characters code called ‘hash’. The code is used to verify and ensure that the data inside the block
has not been modified, but not to read the information. The blocks are is linked to others in
forma of a chain to ensure no block is deleted.
There is no central server what means removing third parties that only are needed to validate
transactions, like banks. Besides, centralized servers lead to a concentration of power and
control, as well as, privacy and security threats. With blockchain, the decisions are taken with
the consensus of the rest of the nodes. There are algorithms to make the consensus decisions.
The storage is done in bocks and there are unmodifiable and undeletable and chronologically
ordered. Blocks are stored in the network with copies that are continuously updated, no original
or centralized copy exists. Since are codified and only the allowed ones can access to it,
institutions can share the same databased instead of their own private database. That enable a
new system of organizations collaborations in the same network. Furthermore, blockchain also
can be used as a transfer of discreate units called tokens. A token can represent a unit of a
currency, an electricity unit, a vote, a product or even punctuation system for sustainable
behaviours. In other words, the token can be customized.
The improvement and future of blockchain relies on computer science and mathematical
challenges to make it more efficient and scalable. Nowadays, the network is struggling to handle
the large amount of small transactions. (Nofer et al., 2017)
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3.4. Initiatives and Applications of ICT for refugees
The implementation of connectivity can only be achieved through collaborations and
partnerships among humanitarian sector, institutions and private sector to share knowledge,
costs and efforts. In this section, we depicted the main initiatives and projects working on it,
starting with the humanitarian sector. The section also includes a review of applications and
opportunities that ICT brings to the refugees.

Humanitarian sector
UNHCR is responsible for helping refugees. As stated in the introduction, connectivity is on the
top positions at the list of priorities. That is why UNHCR decided to lead the Connectivity for
Refugees project. (UNHCR, 2016a) Connectivity for Refugees’ work has been focusing in Jordan,
Greece and Tanzania. But also, in Chad, Malawi and Uganda, with future projects in Ethiopia and
Kenya too. Various benefits are pointed out by the project. Mainly, it enables a way of
communicating with family and friends. But the benefits go further than that.
First of all, it is a trustful source of information regarding asylum process, legal procedures and
updated and reliable news. As well as, being a mean to contact certified interpreters to help
them with the processes, for example via TikkTalk app.
Moreover, it is an educational tool with digital material in all the fields. Hence, kids and adults
can continue developing their skills. Education is critical in empowering refugees to start
business and have a role in the economy, as well as, making an easier transition to a possible
destination country.
Another body of UN, United Nations Educational Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO)
organizes international conferences every year, the Mobile Learning Week. In 2017, the
conference theme was ‘Education in emergencies and crises. UNESCO points out the difference
in education between refugees and the rest of the earth population. Only 22% of the refugees
have a secondary school education compared to 84% for world population. Furthermore, only
1% of refugees have access to university against 34% (Figure 13). These numbers are translated
into difficulties to fit the society, for example, struggling to find job can lead to vulnerability for
exploitation.
Estimations of UNESCO stated that only 2% of the humanitarian help is invested in education.
Hence, there is a need for cheap solutions. The report highlights the opportunity of leveraging
from connectivity and enhancing education with: streamline payments for teachers (from NGOs
or refugees themselves), data collection for academic progress of refugees, resource of digital
educational material, providing virtual space to learn from anywhere at any time or customized
education for learners with disabilities. Regarding university studies, there is some organizations
and institutions trying to offer certifies diplomas. However, governments worldwide have to
recognise them as valid, what nowadays it is not the case. To solve this, UNESO (2017) stresses
that large cooperations and partnerships are the solution for future validation of the degrees.
ICT facilitates the communication of large networks, hence can be crucial to take part in
solutions.
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So, digital education is more adaptable to the student overcoming cultural, language and lack of
basic knowledges. Although, the ICT solution also must cope with lower-skilled and low-literate
users, so human-machine interface has to be adapted to the situation too. UNESCO (2018) also
works on this field to apply the best approaches.
On the other hand, teachers can benefit from the use of connectivity as well. They can access
material for lessons and also networks where experiences are shared, and hence, learn new
teaching methodologies. Moreover, ICT can participate in the formation of new teachers.
(UNESCO, 2017)

Figure 13. Comparison of levels of education between refugees and global numbers (MLW,
2017)

Education tools can also teach smart farming, for example, hydroponics for arid climates like
Algeria (with Sahrawis refugees), Chad, Jordan and Sudan. The hydroponics system can be a
basic, do-it-yourself methodology, or it can be more complex including more advanced
technology. For the latter ones, ICT is needed to monitor and control the system. (WFP, 2016)
Regarding agriculture, WFP is also working to use satellites to monitor lands for farming or to
detect biophysical variables, like groundwater or temperatures via sensors. (2016)
World Food Programme (WFP) (part of UN as well) supports the shift to cash transfer instead of
providing food service. The reasons are that cash transfer stimulates the local economy, diets
can be more customized, nutrition can improve and practices where refugees sell possessions
or services that can lead to exploitation are avoided. A study shows how US$1 provided for a
refugee can be reflected as around US$2 in the local economy (WFP,2017) Cash transfer has
gained popularity for its benefits and the people receiving them tripled in only 5 years (3 million
people in 2010 to 9.3 million people in 2015). (WFP,2016b)
Because of these reasons, UNHCR introduced a Policy on Cash-Based Interventions (2016b) that
shows their intention to promote cash transfer practice. So, UNHCR states that Cash-Based
Interventions are more efficient to boost the local economy, as well as to bring dignity to
refugees than in-kind assistance.
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With the methodology explained above, there is a third actor needed, like banks and MNOs. As
mentioned in the previous section, the new technology blockchain does not need a third actor.
Moreover, the chances of committing fraud decrease, and it is transparent. Blockchain creates
a cryptocurrency (token) and there is different kind depending on the transaction it wants to be
done. Besides, the transfer costs disappear. Nowadays, pilots as part of Building Block Project
by WFP have been implemented in Pakistan and Azraq camp in Jordan where the results are
positive. A full record of the transactions is available, and the security and privacy of refugees is
ensured. Furthermore, blockchain allows for creation of an individual profile where other
institutions can add and update data to build a complete record. It is beneficial to use the same
data base, instead of each organization using a different platform. (WFP, 2018) More blockchain
applications that serve as an example to the changing paradigm are: Openbazar to trade
products or Storj.io, a decentralized cloud to store data. Nevertheless, be aware that
cryptocurrency market is not regulated and volatile, more research is needed before full
implementation.
On the camp management side, connectivity enhances the management of the camps. It
decreases queues by scheduling activities, facilitating 24 hours services and creating alert
messages. Also, by communicating emergency situations like a looming storm or a disease
outbreak. Furthermore, ICT provides a better profile of the site by a larger data collection, hence
UNHCR and NGOs can plan the provisions and services needed and update the information to
the providers and headquarters. Moreover, blockchain is not only positive for money
transactions, it is also interesting for protecting data of refugees for their identification.
Biometric information, like iris scans, can be stored through blockchain technology. (WFP,
2016a) Barcode system allows protection of the data but the NGOs can read it and verify that
the person can claim for a service (WFP, 2016c)
Another technology that UNHCR is working with is Geographic Information System (GIS). GIS is
a system to collect data, store and present it in a spatial representation. UNHCR started the
RefuGIS project. It consists to teach refugees of Zaatari to use ESRI technology to map the camp.
The map locates the positions of the shelters, as well as infrastructure like pipes and cables. The
data is useful for making informed decisions for the management of the camp, while refugees
develop their technical skills and personal growth. (Esri, 2017)
Finally, refugees can access health solutions using the available applications or calling for help.
Or using mobiles to purchasing energy with pay-as-you-go technology: pay in advance for the
certain amount of energy. (UNHCR, 2016a)
To sum up, UNHCR strongly believes connectivity makes refugees more autonomous from
NGOs. It gives them opportunities to continue their lives, despite the sad reality that brought
them in their situation. What it means is a lower burden for NGOs leading to a resource saving,
which can re-allocate for other services.
A part of UN bodies, NGOs also work to achieve the same objectives.
Télécoms Sans Frontières (TSF), forms part of ETC (explained later) and partner with OCH
(United Nations Office for Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs). It provides emergency
response to restore family links and bring connectivity for coordination of NGOs in cases like:
conflict (Libya and Mali), earthquake (Haiti and Nepal) hurricane (Vanuatu) or typhoon
(Philippines) (TSF, 2018) TSF has the following projects and services:
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Instant Network Mini: 11 kilograms backpack size antenna for 2G GSM connectivity of a
100 meters range. Enables calls, SMS to use as Cash Transfer or mobile data collection,
even epidemiological monitoring and health issues. It uses a satellite connection as an
IP backhaul. Internal battery and internal solar panels. It can charge 3 phones and
supports 5 calls at the same time. Solution developed with the help of Vodafone
Fundation.
Mobile Satellite Services: offering internet and telephony
Fixed Satellite Services: for medium or long- term use, fast and reliable.
Display of humanitarian information: it consists on TV screens in strategic locations to
offer a source of information, easy to access (cloud based) and understand (variety of
languages). It uses the TFS’s Internet connection and WiFi network to enable a remote
management. The cloud can be used as data collection via SMS or Internet.
mLearning kit: tablet with digital education content, laptop, WiFi router, a battery of
one day autonomy. Applied in Syria border and Iraq.

UNHCR knows that partnerships are crucial, and they are engaging NGOs (like TSF) and big
companies like Vodafone Facebook, Google and Microsoft to work together towards the same
goals. Below some humanitarian projects from the private sector are explained. (UNHCR, 2016)

Private sector
GSMA is the association of Mobile Network Operators worldwide. In 2015 GSMA introduced the
Humanitarian Connectivity Charter. It consists of shared principals among the Mobile Network
Operators (MNO) to reduce the loss of life and cooperate in emergency response. 148 MNOs
signed the Humanitarian Connectivity Charter and other important companies are supporters
of it such us Ericson, Nokia, X’s Project Loon (former Google X) and Emergency
Telecommunications Cluster (ETC). Under this agreement GSMA is working in GSMA Disaster
Response program. (GSMA, 2015)
Basically, the role of GSMA is to bring together the private sector and NGOs to work in
cooperation and guarantee the new human right of internet access for everybody. GSMA sheds
light on the important facts by carrying studies of the worldwide situation while remaining an
impartial actor.
For example, GSMA (2017a) points out the importance of cash transfer by mobile for displaced
people. Humanitarian cash transfers can be done by giving cash, cards or mobile phones. Cash
needs to be avoided for security and transparency issues. Using cards needs too much
infrastructure (ATMs) and bureaucracy to open a bank account. Finally, mobile phones have
been stablished as the most reliable and safe method.
Furthermore, there are three different ways of giving humanitarian cash transfers by mobile
phones: send cash to the mobile account (meaning the refugee must open an account), by
vouchers for claim for cash at an agent outlet or by giving vouchers for goods and services.
Positive results come from recent studies on the field. For example, at Gihembe and Kigeme
camps in Rwanda, most of the interviewees confirmed to use phones for money transactions to
participate in commerce inside the camps or surroundings. On the other hand, MNO recognize
the potential these practices to increase the customers of theirs networks and push them to
expand the network. Same results come out from Haiti, Pakistan and Uganda (Bidi Bidi camp)
cases. The cash transfer needs a minimum of 2G coverage.
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On the other hand, the increase in mobile utilization for money purposes, enable an easier way
to give donations. Some MNO give simple ways to do so, for example, MNO 3 in Sweden allows
to give the surplus of data to UNHCR to be use by refugees. (Tre, 2018)
Emergency Telecommunications Cluster is a global network of organizations to work in
cooperation and bring connectivity in emergency crisis created in 2005. Some of the
organizations that are mentioned in the thesis and participate in ETC network are UNHCR,
Ericsson Response, ITU, OXFAM, TFS, UCHA and WFP which acts as a leadership of the cluster.
Due to such cooperation, ETC have taken part in Domiz camp (31 000) in Iraq providing free
service in the UNFPA Youth Center and at Internet café among other emergency situations.
Besides, ETC also provides training to IT Emergency Management. (ETC, 2017)
As mentioned above, Vodafone Foundation also is working in emergency response in TSF’s
project. It offers services like Instant Network Schools (kit for digital education and internet
access) in Mole Refugee camp (in Democratic Republic of the Congo), Nyarugusu (Tanzania),
Kakuma (Kenya). Instant Network Emergency Response is the program in charge of bringing
connectivity like the Instant Network Mini (collaboration with TSF already explained)
-

-

Instant Network: consists of 100 kilograms kit to offer a 2G and 3G, it can be set up in
any kind of area. 84 000 lives touched by offering an equivalent 15 free minutes. In
Congo, Kenya, Greece.
Instant Network Schools. 40 600 beneficiaries (Vodafone Foundation, 2017). Biggest
participation in Dadaab with 13 schools and Nyarugusu with 6 schools.
Instant charge: energy for the phones with 60 USB ports

Among the technical solutions, Vodafone Foundation also promotes initiatives that uses the
connectivity for good:
-

-

-

TecSOS facilitates a connection with police in case of domestic abuse (Spain, Portugal,
Hungary, Ireland, Germany and UK for now). It consists of a button to alert police, who
are able to track the device. 52,664 lives have been aided by the initiative. The police
can respond 11% faster on average.
Providing HIV children and pregnant women faster access to treatment (Lesotho and
Tanzania, respectively): via mobile money payment system as a means to pay for
transport to the site of treatment, which also increases the chances of testing. Pregnant
women are informed of health issues and transported for free to the sites too. 590 441
beneficiaries (162 767 and 427 674 respectively). After its implementation, 424% of
fistula surgeries increased thanks to mPesa (SMS that gives money for treatment). 4300
women and newborns have been transported to the hospital. 65 000 are receiving
information regarding pregnancy through an app.
SMS also allows raising money via donations. Direct impact to over 250 000 lives.
(Vodafone Fundation, 2017)

Vodacom (from Vodafone and Telkom) implemented in 2016 a mast to bring connectivity to
Nyagurusu camp (Tanzania) since two thirds of the refugees had access to phones but not mobile
coverage. The tower was shared in between 3 MNO to decrease costs and offers 3G connectivity
to 16 square kilometres up to the 28 of the camp.
It is important to mention that it is not only humanitarian help. The payback of the tower was
only three months and the tower was working to its full potential, with saturated lines.
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Furthermore, refugees where contributing to the economy through the operation of mobile
money services. Even small business of Nyagurusu use connectivity to advertise its products.
(GSMA, 2017b)
Another member of the private sector that has participated with humanitarian help is Ericsson.
The Emergency Response program is similar to the Vodafone Foundation but with a deeper
focus on technology implementation. Emergency Response belongs to the ETC network, which
means that works following its vision.
Additionally, Ericsson states in ‘Technology for Good’ report that a 10% increase in mobile
broadband leads to 0.6-2.8% increase of economic growth. (Ericsson, 2017)
Ericsson deploys 2G and then upgrades it to 3G in countries like Tanzania, Kenya, South Africa
and Myanmar among others. The aim is to pursue the same goal: education, health and business
empowerment, as well as social issues. It participated in the platform REUNITE running since
2010, which helped to reconnect around 43 000 family members and has 750 000 refugees
registered. More recently, they are working in a prototype, Interactive Voice Response solution
to help refugees in reconnect them with relatives.
Facebook Connectivity Lab brings internet to uncovered areas. Its biggest project is Aquila drone
based on laser projections, already explained in the previous section.
Google Crisis Response also works on deploying connectivity. It helped to launch the platform
Refugee.Info (similar to InfoMigrants.net) where reliable information is posted regarding legal
procedures and trustful opportunities for uninformed refugees. It also installs WiFi spots, mainly
in Greece, and provides kits (similar to Vodafone and TSF ones) for education purposes. Buendia
consists on an efficient open-source medical record to track patients instead of using paper,
especially in case of epidemies. (Google, 2018)
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4. Results and Discussion
In this section the objectives defined at the beginning are treated separately. For each objective,
the relevant results of the literature review and answers from the interviews are stated,
followed by a discussion of them.
Furthermore, for the third goal, the results are classified depending on the Sustainability
Development Goals that they influence. However, instead of classifying them for each of the 17
goals separately, they are clustered on 10 different groups like in Figure 14 for the sake of
simplicity.

Figure 14. Representation of the SDG groups defined to present and discuss the result (UN,
2018)

It is important to keep in mind that every refugee camp is different. They depend a lot on the
country where are settled and the time and effort invested in them. For example, the
opportunities to implement ICT solutions in Kara Tape (Greece) cannot be compared to the ones
applicable in Kutupalong (Bangladesh) because of the different resources or to Chad where the
biggest need is accessing to water (Interview nº 3). Nevertheless, it does not mean that in the
future or with a different approach, ICTs can still not be applied. Therefore, the results of the
research can be applied to all the camps in different periods of time and in different ways.
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4.1. Needs and priorities of refugees
The first goal was to validate the necessities and priorities of refugees. Literature on this topic
was available, as fore example, the Connectivity for Refugees from UNHCR (2016). Reports form
the UN body, state that in some sites, up to one third of the income or monthly food could be
expended in exchange for data. Hence, the need to connect with relatives or access to internet
information has a higher priority than food, clothes, education or health care sometimes.
Moreover, all the six interviewees agreed with the fact that connectivity was needed (interviews
nº 1-6). Confirming from their experiences on the camps that the necessity to contact their
relatives is on the top of priorities to the point of renouncing to food to establish connection.
Apart from connecting with relatives, the interviewees also pointed out other relevant
applications regarding ICTs.
It is vital to have a mean to communicate dangerous situations like diseases breakouts or
looming storms, domestic abuse (such as gender violence) or to alert of a health emergency (for
example, pregnant women on labour). This way of communication is also used for general news
regarding information about the logistics of the camps, legal assistance as asylum processes or
news worldwide. The last one is important to avoid refugees relying on false information, which
can lead to exploitation of a situation or even radicalization movements (Interviews nº 1,2,3,5
and 6).
Nowadays, in places with at least a small level of coverage the most common tools are Facebook
or Whatsapp, which can work with low data rate and can reach a large number of people.
However, these practices are very inefficient (Interviews nº 2) and interviewees stated the need
for a better platform or service (Interviews nº1 and nº4). Moreover, the registration and tracking
of refugees is also inefficient. In some camps, it is done on paper (Interview nº 1). In conclusion,
the management of the camps need ICTs to enhance their efficiency and improve the lives of
the refugees living in them. However, it is important to keep in mind that the data must be
protected. The privacy is vital for some refugees since they might be running away from political
persecutions (Interviews nº 1-3). This leads to another big challenge for the organizations: trust
issues. Interviewees highlighted the fact that refugees can end up not using a service for fear of
what it may bring. Hence, the organizations win the trust of the refugees to ensure a good
ecosystem and the well-functioning of the camps (Interviews nº1 - 5).
Furthermore, refugees need money, as well as the option to participate in the economy. This is
one of the biggest challenges that NGOs are facing and trying to solve. There is a need for
bringing job opportunities and building economies in the long-term camps to enable sufficiency
to the refugees. (Interviews nº 1-6) Furthermore, depending on the country, refugees are not
allowed to work or their diplomas are not valid. Cooperation among institutions to reach
agreements and find solution to the problem (Interview nº3 and 4).
Finally, other needs like language issues, lack of education (for example, ICT skills) or illiterate
people were also pointed out. So, education must be procured for refugees (Interview
nº1,2,4,5,6).
It is common to all the sources that the priorities and needs are real (Interview nº 1-6). Refugees
need connectivity to improve their live conditions and as a tool to be self-sufficient once the
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NGOs run out of resources and/or live the site. On the other hand, all of them agreed that data
collection has a high importance for organizations, as well as, using ICTs as a tool to enhance the
management or as an educational tool.

4.2. Impact of smart cities solutions currently implemented in refugee camps
The second objective of the thesis aims to observe the results of the ICT solutions implemented
so far. Thereby, it analyses the success level of the solutions.
The roll out of WiMAX or UMTS using 2G infrastructure is less expensive. It also lowers the
frequency band from 2.1 GHz to 900 MHz for 3G coverage is also a cost-effective solution. That
is because the CAPEX is lower when fewer base stations are needed (60% less). (Simba, 2011).
Moreover, Espinoza and Reed (2017) illustrated that WiFi is a cheaper solution than other types
of wireless broadband technologies if the infrastructure is not available. However, if the
infrastructure is available, LTE is also a reasonable solution. LTE has the biggest data rate among
all technologies, up to 1 Gbps. WiFi and LTE (4G) have paybacks of 2-3 years in comparison of
TVWS and WiMAX with around 9 years. However, the last ones are the better solution for
overcoming obstacles on the landscape.
The antenna that Vodacom installed in Nyagurusu camp, Tanzania, was also a success. It
provides 3G connectivity to 16 square kilometres to an area without coverage. The payback for
the antenna was only of three months and it is working at its full capacity most of the time. It
boosted the local economy by giving a treading tool.
Low Earth Orbit satellites are proven to have less latency and cover a wide range of earth.
However, the implementation for remote areas is going to take time since it is a complex project
and they just provide low data rate. Besides, they are extremely costly, being out of budget for
NGOs. The only way to handle the costs is by creating partnerships with companies from the
aerial industry. (Iridium, 2018) Drones are in a similar situation. Although they have big potential
(bidirectional communication of 40 Gbps), there is need for more research and tests to be and
actual technology bringing connectivity to refugee camps. (Facebook Code, 2018b). 5G
technology is also in a developing stage. (Ericsson, 2017) However, it is important to mention
the relevance for future technologies of the MIMO and MMW technics to use higher frequencies
of the band and overcome the overcrowded bands issues. For example, 5G is expected to
support the large IoT deployment.
TV White Spaces projects have also been successful reaching up to 10 kilometres with low costs
and delivering 3G and 4G coverage. (Lavanya et al., 2016) The White Space devices and stations
need a low energy supply as well (12 V at 800 mA). (Chavez et al 2016). TVWS have been proven
in Botswana. (Microsoft, 2016).
The Project Loon also brought benefits for Puerto Rico after the hurricane Maria in 2017. It gave
LTE (4G) coverage to 100 000 people as an emergency respond. (The Verge, 2018)
One of most relevant results comes with the application of Internet of Things based in Low
Powered Wide Area Networks. The devices have 10 years of autonomy and they reach 15
kilometres of distance. The price is very low, 100-1 200 euros for gateway (that runs with only
15 W) and can support thousands of sensors and less than one euro of service costs of the
sensors. Furthermore, no mobile coverage is needed. This technology has been positively
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proven to monitor health care equipment. Nevertheless, LPWAN is restricted to low data rates
and packets of data. (Lawrence et al. 2017)
The new trend of helping refugees by giving money or vouchers has contributed to the local
economy growth. US$ 1 provided to a refugee can be reflected as around US$ 2 in the local
economy (WFP,2017) and Ericsson (2017) also states than a 10% increase in mobile broadband
leads to 0.6-2.8 % increase of economic growth. Some of the interviewees also highlighted the
benefits of money transfer directly to the refugees (Interview nº 3). In other to follow this
practice, technologies are used to transfer the cash or vouchers to phones. Blockchain is also
used as a trading tool by creating a cryptocurrency that increases security and reliable
transactions (pilots in Pakistan and Azraq) (WFP, 2018)
Identity projects have also been successful. For example, blockchain is used to save biometric
data from the iris of the refugees (WFP, 2016a). Blockchain provides a highly secure storage
system as well as a decentralized one.
Education has prosperous applications as well. In Zaatari, Geographic Information System
software was taught to the refugees themselves. The reason was twofold: on one hand, to
obtain a detailed map of the camp by layers, and on the other hand, to give skills and selfsufficiency to the refugees. (Esri, 2017)
In particular, Vodafone Foundation has reached 84000 people by offering 2G and 3G coverage
via Instant Network device and it has influenced to the education of 40600 refugees and
teachers through Instant Network Schools kit. TecSOS facilitates authorities to come 11% faster
to attend an emergency and phones payments have helped 590411 people to receive HIV
treatment and health care for pregnant women. (Vodafone Foundation, 2017)
Finally, platforms to reconnect families like REUNITE have currently 750 000 refugees registered
with 43000 reconnections. (Ericsson, 2017)
It is difficult to analyse the social impact, specifically to quantify the improvement life conditions.
However, the results show that every ICT based project implemented is used and bring
advantages to the refugees. Moreover, the trend of starting to use IoT based on LPWAN and
blockchain leads to low cost solutions. However, the technology to use depends on the data rate
need. For example, IoT for small data messages and WiMAX or LTE for big messages. Thus, each
different application will use a different technology.
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4.3. Promising smart cities solutions for refugee camps enhancing the SDGs
To meet the last objective of the study, the Sustainable Development goals were used to
evaluate the alternative solutions. As mentioned before, the SDG were clustered to simplify the
analysis. Results and discussion are presented in parallel.

4.3.1. Economy

This section gathers all the aspects related to economy and business. It includes the goals: No
Poverty, Decent Work and Economic Growth, and Industry, Innovation and Infrastructure. Up to
this point in the thesis, it has been shown that camps tend to develop their own economy with
the pass of time.
Zaatari Camp in Jordan, started in 2012 and they have businesses running, similar to urban sites.
They have been there for so long, that they are living as if it is their new home, for example
celebrating weddings. The existence of the businesses are known by spreading the word, but
these kind of camps have more than 100 thousand refugees living in them.
By introducing ICT, everybody can know the actual businesses and services going on at the camp
in a more efficient way (Interview nº 1). That can improve the exchange of services and products.
But it brings more than economic boost. Refugees can improve their quality of life by being able
to be productive and contribute to the system. An additional benefit is having a tool to use for
their own benefit, for example, finding a professor for a specific language that they need in the
destination country. Furthermore, businesses can be set up online and work on them remotely.
In conclusion, ICT enables a virtual space where trading activities take place and partners and
clients can be reached. Moreover, ICT enables access to platforms and websites, which contain
information useful as an educational tool to develop their own business.
The money transactions can be done by phone, which is safer than carrying physical money.
(Interview nº 3) The phone transactions are also used by NGOs to give money or food vouchers
to refugees instead of giving physical money or food. NGOs have found out that this practise, a
part of decreasing security issues, boosts the local economy. The money can come from the
organizations funds or directly from the people making donations via SMS or mobile data
donations (Tre, 2018)
Additionally, blockchain can add security to the transaction, transparency and even a
cryptocurrency. Besides, blockchain removes transaction costs by removing the third party of
the process. (WFP, 2018)
In conclusion, If the local economy grows and the refugees have the opportunity to work,
refugees can have a source of income and be self-sufficient. The private sector can also make
business from refugees’ activities for example by refugees purchasing of data to MNOs. But this
can only happen if the local economy is boosted, what can be done by implementing ICT
solutions. In other words, the solution is a circular business model where every actor can take
benefits.
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4.3.2. Resources management

This section is focused on resource management. Zero Hunger goal is considered to be related
to resources of food. It also includes the Responsible Consumption and Productivity that for
refugee camps is linked to the camp management by the NGOs. Finally, although it is considered
out of the scope of the present research, the affordable and clean energy is also included, since
it is considered to be in the category of resources.
Resources are mostly provided by the NGOs. In the first stage production can be neglected. The
goal of the organizations is to optimize their resources and to forecast the needs of the refugees.
For that it is extremely useful to have information about the people living in the refugee camps,
such as their profiles. Nevertheless, profiles are not easy to obtain because of the registration
methods and privacy issues. Refugees might be running from political persecution.
Blockchain by definition provides a high level of security. Thus, one solution is to store, through
blockchain technology, biometric data such as iris scans. (Interview nº 3 and WFP, 2016a)
Blockchain also allows to easily add information to the profile from any of the nodes. Therefore,
a fully encrypted profile would be available.
This profile information can provide information regarding refugee’s flows across the countries
(camp to camp) which is one of the goals of the UNHCR (Interview nº3). At the same time, it is
still protected with high security.
If the NGOs have detailed information of the people staying in the camps, the management can
be enhanced and allocate resources in a better way. An improved management through ICT also
enables the possibility of sending or posting alerts regarding services, avoiding long queues and
chaos. Moreover, right now in Lesvos case (Interview nº 4), organizations use paper cards given
to each refugee, where every product or food provided to the refugee is written down or
stamped. ICTs can provide a virtual system or use the profile created by blockchain to keep the
register of goods given to each refugee.
The cash transfer system explained on the economy section (4.3.1) is also an effective tool
toward the Zero Hunger goal. (WFP, 2017)
For long term camps, agriculture becomes another source of aliments. Several ICTs solutions are
being proved nowadays. Drones with sensors to evaluate the fertility of lands around the site or
IoT to monitor hydroponics systems in arid climates. (WFP, 2016)
To ensure the energy supply is one of the biggest challenges and institutions and organizations
worldwide have big projects working on it. For example, in Azraq camp (Jordan) a was the first
camp to build a solar plant of big magnitude (UNHCR, 2017b). ICTs have the role to control the
complex system. On the other hand, purchasing energy with pay-as-you-go technology has
demonstrated its benefits. Refugees can make an easy money transaction and receive the
amount of money that they need. (WFP, 2016)
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4.3.3. Camp Management and Infrastructure

Camp management section is focused on the structure of the camp. It is related to the previous
section, resources management. However, the aim here is to talk about the organization of
logistics inside the camps. Hence, Sustainable Cities and Communities goal (Make cities and
human settlements inclusive, safe, resilient and sustainable) and Partnerships for the Goals are
discussed together.
First of all, GIS stores spatial information of the site to map the infrastructure of the camp. All
sorts of information can be introduced in the map, separated in layers (categories).
Depending on the resources and the time of the settlement the place to live can be a tent, a
plastic shelter easy to build or a durable shelter with a harder resistance. Sometimes, the last
ones provide more features such as a light and a USB port to connect devices like mobile phones.
(Interview nº 1). Sensors can be added to the shelters to provide information for the GIS
mapping or other purposes.
All six of the interviewees highlighted the fact that refugee camps have a lot of violence
problems. They agreed that alert systems are extremely needed for security (Interview nº 1-6).
Since the size of the data of alert systems is very small, there are projects that are implementing
IoT as alert buttons (UNHCR, 2016). IoT is also a solution for weather forecast and anticipate
hazarding situations.
Nowadays, in most of the camps the distribution of tasks is done on paper and posted on boards.
Every organization that arrives at the camps does not know the working teams and tasks. Some
of the interviewees pointed out the benefit of having a virtual platform where tasks are
described, as well as data from the refugees in the camps to have an overview of the situation
(Interview nº 1, Interview nº 5). Hence, virtual platforms and portals provided by ICTs enhance
cooperation among the organizations working in the camps and makes easier to perform their
jobs. Furthermore, it is important to maintain communication with the organizations and
authorities outside the camp to keep them updated about the situation and events ongoing.
In Greece, Skype is being used for registrations purposes and avoid queues or speed up asylum
processes. So, it helps to introduce efficiency in legal processes. (UNHCR, 2016)
Additionally, connectivity infrastructure is also very important to achieve the eleventh goal. The
literature review shows two types of solutions: temporary and permanent.
On one hand, the temporary solutions are used for remote areas where there is no
infrastructure as a transient measure before a permanent solution or dismantling of a camp. A
good example is the balloon that has already been successful providing LTE coverage as an
emergency respond after a natural disaster in Puerto Rico (The Verge, 2018). Drones are far from
being available, but they have good future projections as a temporary solution too. (Facebook
Code, 2018b)
On the other hand, permanent solutions are the best option for long term refugee camps. Low
earth orbit satellites are a good permanent solution for low data rate applications (Iridium,
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2018). However, they are complex devices to design, as well as extremely expensive in costs and
time. Therefore, they are hard to implement for NGOs.
5G is also considered a difficult solution since it is not available yet, and is currently under
development. (Skouby, 2017)
Regarding mobile WAN, LTE has the lowest deployment costs and data rates up to 1Gbps.
Moreover, LTE has one of the lowest deployment costs. On the other hand, WiMAX’s CAPEX
investment is very high. Although, it can be implemented using 2G infrastructure. (Simba, 2011)
TV white spaces technically form part of a permanent solution, especially for areas with
obstacles (vegetation or mountains), because it has a frequency below 1GHz (540-746 MHz
frequencies) that penetrates the obstacles. In remote areas with low quantity of devices using
the network, interferences are low. TVWS have low costs if the infrastructure is already
available. Hence, for a topography with obstacles and the infrastructure available, it is a feasible
solution. Nevertheless, if the network is crowded, the quality of the service can be extremely
reduced because of interferences. Moreover, the data rate is relatively small, a few tens of
Mbps, and it reaches up to 10 kilometres. (Lavanya et al., 2016)
Finally, despite LPWAN is not a broadcast technology, but it is a good network to support the
promising IoT solutions. LPWAN is only deployed mainly in North America and Europe and needs
an expensive infrastructure deployment. However, just one station can cover hundreds of
square kilometres and support thousands of devices. Furthermore, it allows bidirectional
communication. Hence, switching on and off signals can be transmitted (LoraAlliance, 2015).
The Table 2 below resumes the main results regarding the most relevant wireless
communication systems: 3G, LTE, WiMAX, WiFi, TVWS and LPWAN. The costs are described
qualitatively as a comparison among them with the data from the literature review.
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Table 2. Resume of the properties of 3G, LTE, WiMAX, WiFi, TVWS, LPWAN technologies (Blázquez et al., 2011; Espinoza, 2017; Mekki et al., 2017)

Technology

Data rate

Band allocation

Bandwidth

Distance

Licensed or
unlicensed

CAPEX

OPEX

CAPEX + OPEX
(10 years)

Overcoming
obstacles

3G

1.92-14.4
Mbps

1.885 - 2.2 GHz (by
ITU)

5 MHz

2-9 km

Licensed

Medium

Low

Low

Bad

Some
hundreds
Mbps

bands range from
700MHz to 3.8GHz
(Peru)

1.4MHz, 3MHz,
5MHz, 10MHz
and 20MHz
channels

Up to 100 km

Licensed

Low

Low

Low

Bad

350Mbps

licensed bands
2.3GHz, 2.5GHz
and 3.5
GHz and the
unlicensed band
5.8 GHz. (Peru)

1.75MHz,
3.5MHz, 5MHz,
7MHz, 10MHz
and 20MHz
channels

3.2km to 16km
per node for
mobile station
48 km for
fixed

Licensed and
Unlicensed

High

Medium

Medium

Good

11Mbps 54Mbps 600Mbps

2.4GHz and 5.8GHz
ISM unlicensed

20MHz and
40MHz channels

100 m

Unlicensed

High

Low

Medium

Bad

Few tens of
Mbps

from 54MHz to
862MHz spectrum.
(Peru)

5MHz,
10MHz, 20MHz
and 40MHz
channels

Licensed

Low

High

High

Good

100 bps
(Sigfox)
50kbps
(LoRaWAN)

868 MHz in Europe
(Sigfox and
LoRaWAN)

100 Hz (Sigfox)
250 and 125 kHz
(LoRaWAN)

Unlicensed

Low

Low

Low

Good

LTE

WiMAX

WiFi
TVWS

LPWAN
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4.3.4. Health and sanitation

Health and sanitation section is focused on Good Health and Well-being, and Clear Water and
Sanitation goals. Both of them are considered to be linked to each other.
Firstly, having stored data on the profiles of the refugees is a big help for health care
management. the medications, material and instrumentation needs can be better planned.
Secondly, IoT can be used as an alert system in case of a medical emergency. But also, to
communicate to the entire community major issues, like the outbreak of an epidemic (cholera,
etc) (UNHCR, 2016). Besides, it provides a source of information to prevent health issues. For
example, guidance for a good nutrition or how to test the quality of water by oneself. (RazoZapata et al., 2016)
Furthermore, IoT supported based on LPWAN can be used to monitor of medical equipment
based on the cold chain for blood or quality of water via sensors. (Lawrence et al. ,2017)
On the other hand, the difference in languages and cultures make it difficult to understand each
other. The innovative devices capable of translating simultaneously using microphones, data
based in clouds and machine learning could help to save lives in the health emergencies cases.
(Oliveira, 2018)

4.3.5. Education

In this section, only the Quality Education goal is analysed.
There are three main benefits brought by ICTs: e-learning, source of documentation and teacher
development. (MLW, 2017)
Education usually takes place in specific sites where all the students gather. This behaviour
facilitates the deployment of connectivity. There are successful projects working with TVWS for
schools, for example, in Botswana (Microsoft, 2016). Also, Vodafone or Ericsson offer technical
solutions specifically for schools’ connectivity. (Vodafone Foundation, 2017)
ICT provides infinite source of information to use as a teaching tool. The source can also be
access by refugees to educate themselves in the subject they want.
Regarding the teachers, ICTs can allow a faster payment system and data collection for students’
progress. It can also enable material for learners with disabilities or illiterate refugee and
customizing the material to the user (UNESCO,2018). Furthermore, teachers can access to
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platforms to share experiences, read stories from other teachers and learn new methodologies
to adapt to cultural differences.
ICTs is also useful as a tool to form new local teachers and thus, empowering the local selfsufficiency. (UNESO ,2017)
Furthermore, with a reliable data base and collaborations among governments and institutions,
the professions and skills of the refugees could be verified. Hence, the refugees would have
more options for obtaining jobs in the destination countries (UNESO ,2017)
Paz is a project one of the interviewees is working on (Interview nº 6). PAZ consists of a platform
online, where refugees can learn from cero programming skills by playing games and
overcoming weekly challenges. It provides a simple way to understand the basic concepts
behind programming. The focus group is refugees between 14 and 19 years old. This project is
just an example of the educational opportunities based on ICTs.

4.3.6. Social

This section groups the topics in which social behaviour is the main pillar. The aim is to improve
the Gender Equality, Reduced Inequalities and Peace, Justice and Strong Institutions goals.
UNHCR has observed that 21% of women are less probable to have a phone than men for
reasons relating to gender inequality. In some cases, having access to a phone for a woman
would mean bearing oneself to exploitation in order to do so. UNHCR (2016) women could be
empowered by offering connectivity access. Hotlines implementation is also recurrent solution
used by organizations to offer help to victims of abuse. Once more, IoT based on LPWAN or
similar technologies can be used as alert systems to the authorities of the camps.
Moreover, another goal is to avoid false information or radicalization of people by offering
trustful and reliable sources of information, like infomigrants.net. These kinds of sources can be
valuable for refugees to make informed decisions stay updated for the changing options and
opportunities, as well as, improving safety and security. (UNHCR, 2016). As stated in interviews,
‘a mobile phone is considered a protection tool’ (Interview nº 1)
Finally, it is necessary to use ICTs in specific ways to overcome anthropologic issues like human
and machine interaction. As already mentioned, lack of education and differences in culture and
language can hinder the use devices and services (Interview nº 2). The use of simplified phones,
known as ‘dummy phones’ or innovative ways of interaction human-machine can facilitate the
use of devices and foster the use of platforms by adapting the service to the refugee.
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4.3.7. Environment

The environment section gathers goals related to sustainability and environmental protection.
These goals are at the lowest positions of the priorities. Regardless, smart cities solutions offer
an opportunity that can also enhance the goals related to the environment. For instance, sensors
supported with IoT can monitor the quality of the air and water. It is also possible to control and
monitor the environmental impact of wastewater, which would improve protection for the
surrounding ecosystem.
Also, ICT solutions can enable data platforms with information regarding points of waste
collection, including the waste from ICT technologies themselves. ICT technologies are
composed of toxic components and materials which have become a growing concern for the
global community. Therefore, it is essential that refugee camps to establish provisions for the
responsible collection and disposal of ICT waste such as cellular telephones and batteries.
Finally, the online procedures and data storage decreases the reliance of paper for recordkeeping and administrative purposes. This ultimately contributes to a more sustainable refugee
camp (Añon et al., 2017).
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4.4. Future work and recommendations
The experts working in the organizations developing connectivity solutions for remote areas
were difficult to reach. However, interviews with such experts would provide information
valuable for future studies. Besides, in the case when the services are provided to the refugee
for free, a proper business model is needed to make the projects financially viable. If the actors
taking part in humanitarian projects do not get profit from them eventually, they tend to shut
down the projects due to difficulties of obtaining funds or loss of interest in non-profitable
projects.
As for the specific sites, individual socio-economic studies comparing the different technologies
must be done. The results of such studies vary from camp to camp due to the differences in
infrastructure already implemented, topography of the area or resources available. Moreover,
these studies can trigger more private companies to participate in humanitarian projects.
Furthermore, by carrying out concrete studies focused on one refugee camp, it would simplify
the comparison between technologies by having the specific allocation of frequencies on the
spectrum.
Finally, blockchain has promising benefits but it must be further studied whether the security of
personal data is ensured through blockchain solutions.
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5. Conclusions
In this section, the conclusions are clustered in accordance with the three goals of the thesis.
Explore the necessities and priorities of refugees
The priorities and needs of ICT systems have been explored through a literature review and the
interviews with experts working on the refugee camp field. ICTs are needed to enable a mean
to reconnect with relatives, access to reliable and trustful information and improve the
efficiency of the management of the camps. Other important priorities highlighted are the
importance of boosting the local economy and overcoming cultural and language barriers to
communicate with the refugees and provide self-sufficiency to the refugees. Besides, the
protection of personal information must be ensured for security reasons.
Analyse the impact of smart city solutions implemented in refugee camps on the lives of
refugees
The study concluded that the projects implemented so far have had positive results. Mobile
coverage based on temporary solutions have been successful for emergency situations and
transition solutions. Education appeared to be the most developed field for implementation of
ICT solutions. However, a larger deployment of smart cities solutions in the other domains, like
in the health field is still required. Studies show that bringing connectivity boosts the local
economy. And finally, LPWAN and Internet of things are promising cheap for low data rate
applications and blockchain and machine learning facilitate the data storage and analysis
respectively.

Identify and analyse currently unused smart city solutions that could meet the needs of
refugees in refugee camps and enhance the Sustainable Development Goals
LTE is seemed to be the most feasible technology to bring broadcast connectivity and the
benefits of it. There is a need of LPWAN deployment worldwide to implement IoT low costs
solutions. Moreover, there is a necessity to standardize the platforms used for management
purposes and data base systems considering that the current solutions are inefficient.
Blockchain is rising interest in NGOs to use for money transactions and data base of personal
information, since blockchain provides a decentralized system with high security level. Having a
complete profile of the refugees can highly participate in the improvement of the Sustainable
Development Goals.
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Appendix
A. Guide for questions in interviews
















Your experience: in which camps have you worked and which tasks were you doing?
Connectivity: how was the coverage in your different experiences? Which kind of ICTs
were implemented? Which are the most common reasons refugees need to make use
of connectivity? and the organizations?
Refugee's profile: How are the personal profiles being gathered and stored (software,
tools). How deep goes the knowledge about each refugee? Is the information being
verified (refugee's profession, etc.)? Which kind of security measures are being taken to
protect personal data?
Economy: which methods for money transactions are being used? How do refugees look
for jobs?
Management: How are resources being planned? How do you calculate the need of
resources? How are the different activities in the camps being organized?
Communication: How are news and information being communicated to the refugees?
Settlement: which kind of measures for security are being applied (weather, attack,
medical emergency)? Is there a map of the camp (for example, with GIS). Which kind of
information is included?
Education: Which kind of technology is applied as educational tool? (material sources,
teaching tool, teacher formation)
Social: How are situations regarding social inequalities, like women issue, being dealt?
Health: which kind of ICTs are being used? Which ones are needed more urgently?
Sanitation: is there some sort of control regarding water sanitation?
Energy: how is the energy supplied to the camps in case of no power grid nearby?
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B. Specifications of the conventional wireless communication systems
In this section the different wireless communication systems are describer with more detail and
with concrete specifications.


Wide Area Network (WAN or WWAN):
o

Fixed (FWWAN):
 Radio link: it consists on the link of different spectrums like infrared,
microwaves or laser.
 Satellite: it covers a big surface and it can have a large bandwidth,
although tied to important delays. (Example: TV)

o

Mobile (MWWAN): the terminal that receives and send information is moving.
It has a long coverage. Every generation is related to a jump in quality regarding
the bandwidth.
 1G: in the 70s, analog signal working at 850 MHz
 2G: in the 90s, digital signals. Use of GSM system, which was improved
to GPRS. Low bandwidth of 9.6 kbps
 2.5G: higher speed than 2G. GPRS (56 -115 kbps) and EDGE systems,
GSM evolution (236-384 kbps). It started to allow some multimedia
services.
 3G: UMTS system that allows video conferences with 1.92 Mbps at 2.1
GHz. At high frequencies the loss in propagation is higher, that is why
3G is deployed mainly in urban areas, 2-3 kilometres range.
 3.5G: with HSPA (14,4 Mbps download and 2Mbps) and HSDPA systems
(14.4 Mbps)
 4G: around 2010, it is not a specific technology. It is a group of
technologies and standards. It uses the Internet technology where all
the network is IP. It uses more efficient transmission technics like MIMO
and OFDMA. The important systems are:
 LTE (Long Term Evolution): it is one of the keys for the Internet
use in phones since it allows 300 Mbps under movement thanks
to an innovative architecture concept. It operates at licensed
bands.
 WIMAX (Worldwide Interoperability for Microwave Access). It
follows IEEE 802.16 standards, achieves long distances up to 48
kilometres for fixed stations and 5 to 15 kilometres mobile
stations. IEEE 802.16m enables a data rate of 100 Mbps for
mobile and 1 Gbps for fixed topology. The high deployment
costs are one of the challenges for rural application (Simba,
2011). It operates in both unlicensed and licensed bands.
The negative aspects of the MWWAN are the power consumption of the devices
that use the coverage and the need of a SIM card (Subscriber Identity Module)
for the device to make use of the network.
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Simba (2011) highlights that although WiMAX CAPEX is extremely high, WiMAX
can use the infrastructure of 2G networks. It is also the case for UMTS. This is a
possible cost-efficient solution, in the situations where the infrastructure is
already there. On the other hand, implementing 3G at lower frequencies of 900
MHz, decreases the propagation losses. Hence, the range increases with a factor
of 2-3 (4-9 kilometres) compared to 3G at 2.1 Ghz. What leads to a lower CAPEX
since it only needs 40% of base station sites.


Wireless Local Area Network (WLAN):
WLAN reaches short distances and has a high consumption. It consists on microwaves
technology. The biggest difference with WPAN is the area that they can cover. For
example, WiFi (IEEE 802.11) distances can reach 100 meters with peak data rate in
between of 54-600 Mbps, depending on the specific standard (Simba, 2011). It is also
based on OFDM and uses unlicensed band, what means a higher possibility of having
interferences with other transmissions. It has two types of configuration: ad hoc where
the devices are added to the network or by having an access point in common that gives
the service to the devices.
Therefore, the drawbacks are the amount of energy consumption of the devices
connected to the network, the speed of transmission (more than 500Mbps), obstacles
can interfere the signal received, and they need encryption for security purposes.
However, they are a good solution for focused locations like buildings (schools).
(UNHCR, 2016)



Wireless Personal Area Network (WPAN):
Short distances, just a few meters around 10m and high consumption. IEEE 802.15 sets
its standards
o Bluetooth: IEEE 802.15.1 to connect a variety of electronic devices and
guarantee interpolation. Usually the distance is around 10 meters. It uses the
ISM band at 2.4 GHz frequency.
o Digital enhanced cordless telecommunications (DECT): the key point of DECT is
the use of digitalization to fit more devices in the same frequency zone.
Digitalization also offers more security since can be encrypted and more
mobility, jumping from network to network (called roaming). It works at 1.8801.9 MHz band and 2Mbps and reaches 50 metres distance. (Example: domestic
phones)
o Infrared Data Association (IrDa): needs a very short distance, few centimetres.
It uses the infrared band (via LED), which is very cheap, and it consumes very
low power. It consists of a reader and a tag that have to be configured to match.
(Example: door keys)
o Near Fields Communication (NFC): similar working system than IrDa, although
NFC is a two-way communication. It uses ISM band of 13.56 MHz. Since it needs
smaller distances of 20 centimetres, it is very safe for security issues. Not useful
for massive transfer of data (contrary of Bluetooth). (Example: contactless
credit cards)
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Zigbee: IEEE 802.15.4 for 2.4GHz frequencies. Cheap, low energy consumption
and bidirectional. It is not technology, it is a standard ensemble of solutions that
use low-energy radio waves to interconnect devices within a small room.
Another similar protocol is ZWave.

More recently, in order to cover the gap between WWAN (high energy consumption) and WLAN
(short distances), Low Power Wide Area Network have been designed and it is currently under
development.



Low Power Wide Area Network (LPWAN)
The devices consume a very small quantity power (the battery can long for years, 1020y) and they can reach long distances. LPWAN uses ISM band that is unlicensed, what
means that the technology does not offer quality of communication because it is most
likely to have interferences from other devices. It is based on frequency shifting keying
(FSK) modulation. In conclusion, this technology is cheap, but it has some drawbacks:
the data rate and size of the packages are small and relies on the availability coverage
(antenna of big dimensions). However, it allows bidirectional communication. What is
an important feature to send orders to the device transmitting data, for example,
switching on or off signals.
It is important to mention the high capacity of the network (high number of nodes). It
requires much less capital cost than 3G, since LPWAN only needs a small quantity of
base stations compared to mobile coverage due to their broader range. Hence, LPWAN
technology enables low subscription fees for the users. Average connectivity price per
device is less than 2€ for Sigfox technology. (Mekki et al. 2017)
Furthermore, it offers high security, not encrypted or scrambled by default but the
customers have the option to do it themselves. That means that the professional that
deploys it needs computer science skills.
Below, the most mature and ready to enter the market technologies based on LPWAN
are described.
o

Sigfox: It was the first one and it is network provider. It consists in a new radio
protocol and offers a global network than can be use by any device. The device
does not need any pairing or configuration to connect to the network, what it
simplifies the technology. It reaches 200 kilometres, although it depends on
topography. Sigfox works with Ultra Narrow Band technology at 200 kHz. The
data rate is 100 bps, with 12 bytes packets. It uses a free and unlicensed ISM
band. (Mekki et al. 2017)
The current coverage of Sigfox is mostly in Europe. However, some developing
countries are under roll-out, like Kenya.
Sigfox can be used for GPS trackers with years of lifetime battery.
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LoraWANTM (LoraAlliance, 2015): consists on an innovative communication
protocol and star system architecture (responsible of the long battery lifetime).
Its mission is to standardize the LPWAN through LoRa Alliance (No-profit and
opened association). Bring companies together so they can create products
based on the standards. Like Sigfox, it offers bidirectional communication. The
data rate is of 300-5500 bps in packets of 50-255 bytes. It is an open network,
what means that other companies can deploy it. For example, Orange already
provides LoRaWAN services and Proximus network in Belgium. Just with few
antennas, most of the country con be covered. Only Europe and North America
have spectrum allocations specified by regulations
Furthermore, two different concepts must be understood:




LoRa® (Long Range): referred to the type of signal modulation (physical
layer), which is based on chirp spread spectrum modulation. It increases
the communication range compared to FSK. It can cover hundreds of
square kilometres.
Protocol: Aloha method. It means that is asynchronous (event-driven or
scheduled), what contributes to the battery long life.
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